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Interference signals degrade the performance of a global naviga-
tion satellite system receiver. Classification of these interference signals
allows better situational awareness and facilitates appropriate coun-
termeasures. However, classification is challenging and processing-
intensive, especially in severe multipath environments. This article
proposes a low-resource interference classification approach that com-
bines conventional statistical signal processing approaches with ma-
chine learning (ML). It leverages the processing efficiency of conven-
tional statistical signal processing by summarizing, e.g., a short-time
Fourier transform, with statistical measures. Furthermore, the ML
design space is bounded as the signal is preprocessed. It results in
fewer opportunities for ML but facilitates faster convergence and the
use of simpler architectures. Therefore, this approach has lower ML
training complexity and lower processing and memory requirements.
Results show competitive classification capabilities to more complex
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approaches. It demonstrates that more efficient architectures can be
developed using existing signal-processing approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

Interference signals degrade global navigation satel-
lite system (GNSS) services [1]. Ideally, the interference
sources should be found and removed. If the interference
signal is additionally classified, the purpose and likely ori-
gin of the interference may be uncovered [2]. For example,
a chirp signal may indicate a privacy protection device
(PPD) that is an intentional disruptor [3]; a single tone may
indicate an unintentional harmonic from other electronic
equipment [4]; a Gaussian pulsed signal in the L5-band
may be an aeronautical distance measurement equipment
signal [5]; or a modulated signal in the E6-band may indicate
an amateur radio broadcast [6]. Therefore, understanding
the signal waveform helps to decide what to do with or
where to look for it. Furthermore, the current interference
situation is revealed if the classification is combined with
interference monitoring [7], [8], [9], [10]. The capabilities
are further amplified if it is networked [11]. It facilitates ap-
propriate development in interference mitigation techniques
for resilient GNSS receivers [1], [12], [13]. Finally, signal
classification is necessary for general spectrum monitoring
and policing [14].

The classic approaches use maximum likelihood for
classification [15], [16]. However, these approaches require
high human design involvement, with several classification
stages to be developed and tuned for each interference
class. It results in a significant development overhead. Fur-
thermore, these methods are less reliable in strong mul-
tipath conditions where frequency selective fading shapes
the interference signals. Several simultaneous interference
signals are also challenging to deal with [17].

Machine learning (ML) is a popular modern choice for
signal classification and shows good performance in various
applications [2], [18], [19]. It especially shows improved re-
silience to classification in scenarios where the interference
signals are affected by multipath [20], [21]. However, it
has several limitations. First, training requires a significant
effort. Complex models are often challenging to develop as
an appropriate model must be identified, the models need
to be optimized, and they could take significant processing
time before they converge. Second, generalization versus
overtraining of a model could limit reusability when applied
to new datasets and environments. A common approach
is to (partially or fully) retrain the model for new data (it
is often not possible or practical) or to use reinforcement
learning or unsupervised approaches (more complex algo-
rithms to develop) [20]. Third, ML could be excessive to
solve a problem, as many well-known signal-processing
methods are available, and there is no need to reinvent
them. It motivates the use of ML in conjunction with known
classical approaches that have already been shown optimal
in the signal processing community. Fourth, ML models
may become big, limiting their low size, weight, power,
and cost (SWAP-C) use for edge devices. For example,
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Fig. 1. Pipeline comparison of human intervention to machine learning
in the design process. This graph does not comment on the potential

performance of the different methods.

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a popular choice
for signal classification [19], [20], but they require multiple
multidimensional convolutions to process the data, which
is not particularly useful when optimizing for low-power
systems like a single-board computer (SBC). A counter
around it sends the data to computer clusters for processing,
but it introduces communication overhead. Fifth, ML often
results in a “black box” that is not transparent nor gives
context of the underlying algorithm. It makes it difficult
for certification [22] and hinders the adaptation of new
techniques. In conclusion, ML provides many performance
improvements but requires appropriate training data and
care to develop practical models for low SWAP-C targeted
devices.

Fig. 1 highlights the core philosophy this article presents
and how it applies to low SWAP-C architectures. How much
of a pipeline relies on ML and how much on conventional
methods when designing architecture? An ideal pipeline
leverages the strengths of both in this tradeoff.

The left extreme of Fig. 1 represents the case where ev-
erything is done with ML. The raw in-phase and quadrature-
phase (IQ) samples are passed directly to the ML pipeline
(leftmost blue block, in the middle). The benefit of this ap-
proach is that the human effort is potentially low (assuming
that no ML pipeline redesign is required), and all the design
effort is placed in ML (graph at the bottom). Therefore, with
sufficient computing power, this approach could result in
low human effort for development. Applicable architectures
in this regard include transformer (TR) [20], autoencoder

(AE) [23], recurrent neural network (RNN) [24], [25], and
long short-term memory (LSTM) [24], [25]. It results in
the largest ML design space and opportunities (red area at
the top) but has a significant risk that the algorithms may
not converge sensibly (green area at the top). This extreme
suffers from current ML training approaches, which may
result in no sensible convergence and often require large
ML models. Furthermore, data handling with the raw IQ
becomes challenging.

The right extreme of Fig. 1 is the classical approach,
where everything is hand-designed and tuned. It has no ML
design space and no convergence issues. The benefit of this
approach is that there is no “black box” design. However,
the human effort is exceptionally high as every threshold
is hand-tuned (right most blue box in the middle). This ex-
treme suffers from human involvement and has high design
costs with low generalization (i.e., a new GNSS receiver
may require some thresholds to be optimized again).

In the center of Fig. 1, the current ML approaches are
shown. Some preprocessing, e.g., calculating the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) of the data, is applied. It allows
the interference signal to be transformed into a domain
with more meaningful information. Because the data are
processed, the ML design space reduces (red area at the
top), but the convergence likelihood (green area at the top)
improves. The ML training is more stable and has less
training overhead compared to the left extreme, but it also
has more opportunities than the right extreme. The current
state-of-the-art design uses approaches such as CNNs [18],
[19], [20] and twin neural networks (TNNs) [21]. However,
the preprocessing still results in large dimensions, i.e., the
STFT is still significant. The approach in this article is still
further to the right, where the results are further statistically
processed. It collapses the dimensions of the STFT to be
much smaller. As a result, training is even faster and ensures
improved convergence, but ML opportunities are severely
restricted. However, it is still significantly less effort for a
human, as less threshold tuning or algorithm development
is required if the appropriate ML architecture is already
known.1 Some ML approaches that can be used include
random forest (RF) [2], support vector machine (SVM) [26],
or neural network (NN) [27].

The first contribution of this article is to provide a frame-
work for a human-to-machine tradeoff, as demonstrated in
Fig. 1. The core principle in the design is to balance the
human and ML effort (bottom graph in Fig. 1). It allows for
efficient system design and is ideal for rapid prototyping ap-
plications. Furthermore, the design becomes more efficient
as improved ML and signal-processing methods become
available.

The second contribution of this article is an analysis
of signal processing approaches that facilitate improved

1Practical ML pipeline development may require significant development
effort if an appropriate architecture is not yet identified or hyperparameter
tuning is still required. Therefore, it is assumed in this discussion that
appropriate models for the problem have already been identified, and only
training on a new dataset is required.
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interference classification for ML-based architectures. This
article demonstrates the benefits of signal preprocessing
to enhance ML capabilities and limit overall processing.
Using the appropriate preprocessing from known classical
best practices in conjunction with ML provides superior
performance, as the benefits of both are leveraged. The ML
simplifies threshold settings and classification logic, and
the conventional methods provide optimal signal processing
foundations.

The third contribution is to show that exploiting appli-
cable signal processing methods facilitate low size, weight,
and power (SWAP) and low-training effort ML pipelines.
The presented architecture in this article requires signif-
icantly fewer processing resources for inference (three
orders of magnitude less than an equivalent CNN, see
Appendix B) and fewer features for rapid ML training (two
orders of magnitude less) making it especially applicable
for low SWAP platforms. It, in turn, allows the architecture
to run in real time on an SBC platform [2].

In the first half of the article (see Sections IV and V),
basic signal detection and classification are demonstrated
by using the statistical metrics from Gaussian and sinu-
soid signals in continuous and pulsed operations. Monte
Carlo runs vary the interference-to-noise ratio (INR), and
the pulsed duty cycle evaluates the metrics. It provides
a foundation for signal classification. Building on it, the
second half of the article extends the classification using
multispectral approaches (see Sections VI–VIII). It creates
an analytical framework to demonstrate signal classification
with a reduced feature space, facilitating low SWAP clas-
sification. Results indicate that complex signal waveforms
are detectable and classifiable, even with rudimentary ML
approaches.

The rest of this article is organized as follows.
Section II gives an overview of detection and classification
approaches, and Section III describes popular detection
metrics and domain transformations. Section IV presents
signal models and the expected statistics. Monte Carlo
results demonstrate the potential for a single channel in Sec-
tion V. Section VI describes the proposed processing model,
and the entire system results are shown in Section VII, and
discussed in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes this
article.

II. DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES

This section provides a basis for the detection2 (i.e.,
binary classification) and classification problems. The sub-
sequent section extends by providing algorithm design and
a review of the current state-of-the-art.

In classical approaches, the signals are preprocessed to
obtain a suitable metric [15], [16]

s = f (x) (1)

2Note that detection in this context refers to binary classification, according
to the classical signal detection literature [28]. Detection within the ML
context has a significantly different meaning.

where s is the metric, x is a complex vector of the received
signal samples, and f (·) is a function that maps the samples
to the metric. The metric is compared to a threshold to detect
interference (detection) or do a binary classification

s
H1

�
H0

λ (2)

whereH0 is the null hypothesis,H1 is the first alternative hy-
pothesis, and λ is the decision metric. Multiple hypotheses
and metrics extend this for multiple classes. For example,
such a classification algorithm with three hypotheses and
two metrics may be created

H0 : s1 < λ1 (3)

H1 : s1 ≥ λ1 ∧ s2 < λ2 (4)

H2 : s1 ≥ λ1 ∧ s2 ≥ λ2 (5)

where ∧ is the logical union.
The probability of detection PD and the probability of

false alarm PFA as a function of the threshold λ for the simple
case is defined as [28]

PD(λ) = P(s ≥ λ | H1) PFA(λ) = P(s ≥ λ | H0) (6)

where P(· | ·) is the conditional probability.
Developers find and optimize these metrics (s) and tune

the thresholds (λ), requiring significant effort to derive,
optimize, and tune, making them costly and often imprac-
tical. Furthermore, most of these metrics are not publicly
revealed due to security trade-secret reasons, limiting the
development and advancement of the field. However, such
metrics often build on sound signal processing principles
using well-documented mathematics [28], such as max-
imum likelihood approaches. Finally, the complexity of
the preprocessing f (·) impacts the computing and memory
resources required for the design and often needs to be
optimized to meet the specifications of the target platform.
Some examples of metrics used include using the automatic
gain control gain of a receiver and other GNSS receiver
outputs [29], using the Fourier analysis of the signal sam-
ples [16], applying power or energy detections [30], or the
power distortion of the GNSS correlators [31].

In deep learning approaches, the metrics s and obtaining
them f (·) are left for the ML algorithm to determine,
and it sets the appropriate thresholds λ. It outsources the
work from a developer and streamlines development, but
some ML architecture design is still required. However, the
problem is commonly defined openly (i.e., a limited context
of the problem is provided) to give maximum optimization
room for the ML algorithm. However, in doing so, it often
discards the well-known signal processing principles for
simplicity. The challenge is optimally integrating known
signal processing approaches with ML for superior solu-
tions [32].

A common approach for ML-based GNSS interference
classification is first to transform the data into a meaningful
and representative dimension, for example, to calculate an
STFT to generate a spectrogram. Next, a CNN is applied to
the spectrogram data for classification [18], [19], [20]. As
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the spectrogram is processed as a 2-D image, this approach
benefits from the large body of research developed for
image classification [33]. Other approaches use RNN, typi-
cally LSTM-based NN architectures, to embed the temporal
signal information [24], [25]. Other approaches, including
TNN, Siamese neural network, and multimodal learning
(MTL), have also been considered [20].

III. CLASSIFICATION METRICS

In this section, several metrics are considered for inter-
ference classification. Most of these are built on statistics
and data science approaches. In the following, x[k] is the
received complex digital signal.

A. Energy

Energy detection is the classical interference detection
(i.e., binary classification) and is shown to be optimal for
an interference signal in additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) [28], [34]. It calculates the energy in the received
signal

se = Ts

K−1∑
k=0

p[k] = Ts

K−1∑
k=0

x[k]x∗[k] (7)

where se is the energy metric, Ts is the sample period, and
p[k] is the instantaneous power. If it is normalized to the
integration time, it is a (mean) power detector

sp = se

KTs
= 1

K

K−1∑
k=0

p[k] = 1

K

K−1∑
k=0

x[k]x∗[k]. (8)

As the energy and power detectors are linearly related
through a scale function, they are often used interchange-
ably in the literature. The energy detector is popular for
interference detection in GNSS [30], [35]. It can also be
modified to function after correlation in the tracking stage
of a GNSS receiver [31]. Energy detection is a popular,
simple, optimal, and classic approach. However, it has
limited classification capabilities.

B. Kurtosis

The kurtosis is the fourth statistical moment and mea-
sures the tailedness of a distribution [36]. The kurtosis
increases the more values are away from the mean, i.e.,
outliers, which makes it great to detect mixed distributions.
Therefore, it is often used to detect sudden changes in a
signal, such as pulsed signals or discontinuities [35], [37],
[38].

The natural biased kurtosis is defined as [36], [39]

κn = E
[
(X − X )4

]
E
[
(X − X )2

]2 ≈
1
K

∑K−1
k=0 |x[k] − x|4(

1
K

∑K−1
k=0 |x[k] − x|2

)2 (9)

where κn is the natural biased kurtosis, E[·] is the statistical
expectation, X is the random variable (RV) for the data
samples x[n], X and x are the respective means of the RV
and signal, and | · | is the absolute value. The absolute value
is required here, as it facilitates using complex signals.

A real-valued Gaussian distribution has a kurtosis of
x ∈ R : κn = 3 [36]. Therefore, the excess kurtosis subtracts
this value. However, for a complex signal, the kurtosis is
x ∈ C : κn = 2 [38]. The excess kurtosis is defined as

x ∈ R : κr = κn − 3 ; x ∈ C : κc = κn − 2 (10)

where κr is the real excess kurtosis, and κc is the complex
excess kurtosis. The fact that a complex signal has a different
excess kurtosis is often incorrectly disregarded [35].

The spectral kurtosis is a popular extension [40]. In
this architecture, a Fourier transform of the data is first
calculated, typically with an STFT, and then, the kurtosis
of the spectrum is determined [41]

y[m, l] = F {x[n]} [l] (11)

=
K−1∑
k=0

x[(m − 1)K + k] · w[k] · e−2π j lk/K

(12)

κs[l] =
1
M

∑M−1
m=0 |y[m, l] − y[l]|4(

1
M

∑M−1
m=0 |y[m, l] − y[l]|2

)2 − 2 (13)

where F{·} is the Fourier transform, w[k] is a window
function, y[m, l] is the complex spectral values for the mth
time bin and lth frequency bin, y is the mean spectral value,
and κs is the spectral entropy. Note that the spectral kurtosis
is correctly normalized as a complex excess kurtosis. The
spectral kurtosis uses the Fourier transform, but it can be
adapted to any domain transform, like those highlighted in
Section III-D.

The spectral kurtosis helps detect band-limited interfer-
ences and is popular for detection and classification [42]. It
isolates the interference signal to specific frequency bands
for analysis due to its capability to reveal nonstationary
behavior. The spectral kurtosis is a practical example of
how a simple statistical measure is significantly more useful
when combined with appropriate signal preprocessing.

C. Entropy

Entropy is widely used for detection and classifica-
tion problems [43], [44], including interference detection
in GNSS [35] and spectrum management [45]. There are
multiple families of entropy metrics [44]. For example,
Rényi-entropy-based is used in spectrum sensing for cogni-
tive radio [46]. However, presenting all entropy metrics is
well outside the scope of this article. The focus is primarily
on the Shannon entropy.

Shannon entropy measures the information (often re-
ferred to as the surprise or uncertainly) in an RV [43]. It
requires the probability density function (pdf) of the signal.
Therefore, it is often approximated with a histogram. The
Shannon entropy is defined as

sh = E
[− logb P(X )

] ≈ −
K−1∑
k=0

p[k] logb p[k] (14)

where sh is the entropy, b is the base of the signal and is
often selected as the natural base (i.e., b = e) or binary (b =
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2), P(X ) is the probability of X , and p[k] is the discrete
approximated likelihood.

A Fourier transform can improve the entropy similar
to the spectral kurtosis. The spectral entropy considers the
Welch power spectrum as the pdf of the signal [47]. It first
calculates the power spectral density (PSD) of the spectrum

py[l] = 1

k

K−1∑
k=0

|y[k, l]|2 = 1

k

K−1∑
k=0

|F {x[n]} [l]|2 (15)

sy[m] = py[m]∑K−1
k=0 py[k]

(16)

where py[m] is the power spectrum, and sy[m] is the PSD.
Next, it uses the power spectrum to calculate the spectral
entropy

ssh = −
K−1∑
k=0

sy[k] logb sy[k]. (17)

Finally, it is normalized to the maximal spectral entropy of
white noise

sshn = ssent

logb K
. (18)

Like the spectral kurtosis, it also measures how uniform
(flat) or sparse (spikey) the spectrum is. Additionally, it
can be adapted to any domain transform, as showcased
in Section III-D. Some examples include singular spectral
entropy, which uses eigenvalue decomposition [48], and
wavelet energy spectral entropy, which uses wavelet de-
composition [49].

D. Spectral Methods

The spectral kurtosis and spectral entropy demonstrated
that domain transformation provides new perspectives to
the data that enhance detection and classification. In mod-
ern signal processing, many transformations exist, and the
most applicable ones to interference signal detection are
summarized in this section.

The most popular approach is discrete Fourier transform
(DFT)-based transforms [7], [16], [19], [20], [50]. The
popularity is attributed chiefly to the processing efficient fast
Fourier transform (FFT) implementation of the DFT. It
makes these transformations practical and fast. The DFT
presents the frequency information of the signal and is es-
pecially useful for signals not spectrally flat that distinguish
them from spectrally flat AWGN. The STFT calculates sev-
eral smaller time-delayed FFTs to have a time-to-frequency
tradeoff. It has a coarser frequency resolution but retains
some time resolution, and it is popular for classification
tasks [16], [51]. A limitation of the DFT is the frequency
isolation capability and sidelobes. An approach to improve
these is to use appropriate windowing functions on the
data before the transform [50]. These could suppress the
sidelobe level but broaden the main lobe, which reduces
frequency accuracy. More advanced approaches, such as
using a polyphase filter bank [52], suppress the sidelobes

but result in significantly more processing as additional filter
infrastructure is required.

Wavelet-based methods decompose the signals with
wavelet functions that have both time and frequency in-
formation [1], [53]. The wavelet packet decomposition de-
composes the signal in a full binary tree using high-pass
and low-pass wavelet filters and is suitable for linearly-
spaced frequency data. Under the appropriate selection of
wavelet functions, this implementation approaches Fourier
methods. In contrast, the discrete wavelet transform only
iteratively decomposes the low-pass filter branches to form
an asymmetric tree. It is popular for logarithmic-spaced
frequency data such as audio-visual compression [54] but
is less useful for radio-frequency data. As the wavelet
function has more flexibility and presents a time and fre-
quency tradeoff, it is popular for modern spectral de-
tection and classification approaches [55]. However, it is
not as processing efficient as the FFT, even though it is
parallelizable.

Autocorrelation approaches have enhanced detection
capabilities for periodic signals [56]. The Wigner–Ville dis-
tribution (WVD) autocorrelates the data before using a DFT
to translate to the frequency domain [52]. It has improved
frequency resolution to the DFT, which is ideal for accurate
tone detection. However, it requires more processing and
has a significant problem with cross-correlation products
that limit the dynamic range. Nevertheless, it performs well
for signal classification tasks [56], [57]. The Choi–Williams
distribution (CWD) improves the WVD by using appro-
priate weighting (i.e., an exponential kernel function) to
reduce the cross-correlation components [56]. However, it
reduces the frequency precision. The CWD facilitates a
modern classification approach for autocorrelation trans-
formations [58].

The Teager–Kaiser (TK) estimates the energy of an
oscillating system but has been adapted as a tone estimator
for digital systems [59]. It is useful for some detection and
classification tasks [35], [60]. The TK operator must be
calculated for every frequency that needs to be analyzed,
which makes it processing intensive. However, it has a
superior frequency resolution than the DFT.

The Karhunen–Loève transform (KLT) decomposes a
signal to the maximally sparse domain using eigenvalue
decomposition [1]. It is processing intensive (i.e., eigen-
value decomposition) and often requires prior information
to make it practical. However, it transforms the data into an
ideal representation that is great for classification [61] but
unpractical.

Gabor-based methods introduce Gaussian time-
weighting to existing transforms. The Gabor transform
alters the STFT and has improved tonal classification [62],
[63]. Similarly, the Gabor–Wigner transform weights the
WVD transform and has an interesting performance [64].

Many modern GNSS receivers use complex baseband
samples as the efficiency of complex-valued signal process-
ing improves later GNSS processing. Several real-valued
transformations exist, like the discrete cosine transform.
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TABLE I
Summary of Statistical Properties of the Five Signal Types

However, these are not popular for the radio-frequency in-
terference signal use case, as the data are primarily complex-
valued.

An interesting approach to improve the transform
domain is to clean it. For example, singular-value-
decomposition-based filtering can suppress noise compo-
nents in the transform and improve later ML training [65].

Several transform approaches are presented in this sec-
tion. Any of these could be used for preprocessing the
data. However, the STFT is selected for the remainder of
the article, as it is the most processing-efficient approach.
This property makes it especially suitable for low SWAP
applications. More advanced approaches such as the KLT
or CWD could improve classification accuracy, but the
additional overhead they need makes them impractical.

IV. SIMPLIFIED SIGNAL MODEL

In this section, five simplified signal models are pre-
sented. Later in the complex signal model, the approx-
imation is made that complex signals are composites of
these simplified signals. This approach provides a simpli-
fied approach to building complexity with simple building
blocks and provides an intuitive explanation of the expected
outcomes.

Appendix A derives the statistical properties of the five
signal models and Table I shows a summary of them. It helps
to compare the expected results of the five signals directly.
The subsequent sections define the signals and comment on
the possibility to distinguish them based on the values in
Table I.

A. No-Interference Model

The no-interference model xω[n] assumes a complex
Gaussian noise signal, i.e., the GNSS signal is below the
noise floor

xω[n] = ω[n] (19)

{� {ω[n]} , � {ω[n]}} ∼ N
(

0,
σn√

2

)
(20)

where xω[n] is the no-interference signal that contains the
noise signal ω[n], �{·} is the real operator, �{·} is the

imaginary operator, and N (0, σn√
2

) denotes a zero-mean
Normal distribution with standard deviation σn√

2
.

B. Gaussian Envelope Constant Transmission

The Gaussian envelope constant transmission (GC)
signal model for a Gaussian envelope (i.e., the signal is
noiselike) with constant transmission xGC (i.e., it is always
transmitting or “ON”) is

xGC[n] = AsGC[n] + ω[n] (21)

{� {sGC} , � {sGC}} ∼ N
(

0,
1√
2

)
. (22)

It is clear from the statistics in Table I that the en-
ergy se(xGC[n]) and the entropy sh(xω[n]) can separate the
GC signal from the no-interference signal. The kurtosis
κc(xGC[n]) gives the same output as the no-interference
signal and is not helpful for this signal case.

C. Constant Envelope Constant Transmission

The constant envelope constant transmission (CC) sig-
nal model for a constant envelope (i.e., the signal has a
constant gain) with constant transmission (i.e., always ON)
xCC is

xCC[n] = AsCC[n] + ω[n] (23)

sCC[n] = ejφ φ ∼ U (0, 2π ) (24)

where the phase φ uniformly distributed U (0, 2π ). This
model represents frequency-modulated continuous-wave,
binary phase-shift keying, binary offset carrier, quadrature
phase modulation, and four quadrature amplitude modula-
tion signals and is a popular choice for communication and
ranging applications.

As the complex kurtosis is no longer zero-valued, it is
an excellent metric to distinguish the CC signal from the no-
interference and GC signals. Similarly, the Shannon entropy
differs from the no-interference and the GC signals. It shows
the potential to be used as an applicable metric. However,
as it differs from the other two, a multithreshold approach
would be needed.
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D. Gaussian Envelope Partial Transmission

The Gaussian envelope partial transmission (GP) is only
active for a limited time. It could be, for example, a pulsed
signal or a signal fading due to propagation effects. The
time when the signal is “ON,” i.e., transmitting, can be
modeled with a duty cycle D. The duty cycle D relates
to the likelihood that the signal is present in any given
sample. The signal model for a Gaussian envelope with
partial transmission xGP is

xGP[n] =
{ A√

D
sGC[n] + ω[n] with likelihood D

ω[n] with likelihood D
(25)

where D is the inverse duty cycle, i.e., D = 1 − D. The
likelihood D is enacted for each sample. Note that the signal
power A is scaled with the square root of the duty cycle D,
allowing the signal to have the same average signal power.

The signal has the same power as the previous signals
and is not a useful indicator to distinguish the interference
type. The expected value of the kurtosis is positive, i.e.,
κGP ∈ [0, ∞). It is in contrast to the CC model, where
κCC ∈ [−1, 0]. Therefore, an initial assumption shows that
by simply considering the sign of the kurtosis, CC and GP
signals can be distinguished.

E. Constant Envelope Partial Transmission

The constant envelope partial transmission (CP) model
transmits for short periods, similar to the GP. The signal
model for a constant envelope with partial transmission xGP

is

xCP[n] =
{ A√

D
sCC[n] + ω[n] with likelihood D

ω[n] with likelihood D
. (26)

In Table I, it is clear that the kurtosis is similar to the GP
model. Therefore, the partial models are separable from the
constant models using the kurtosis. It is expected, as the
kurtosis is a good indication of a mixture model. However,
as highlighted in the approximations, they are similar, which
indicates that the GP and CP will be challenging to separate
from each other.

F. Summary of the Five Signal Models

The five signal models represent a simplified classifi-
cation case. One model has no interference. Two contain
continuous interference signals, and two are partially trans-
mitting interference signals. These basic models can be
used to create more advanced models. For example, a chirp
signal is a CC signal, but if it is deinterleaved through an
STFT, it results in several channels with CP characteristics.
Furthermore, it allows the bandwidth and chirp rates of
the signal to be deduced. This example shows that using
simple statistical models of Section III in conjunction with
the spectral approaches in Section III-D, advanced classifi-
cation opportunities are created.

In the next section, these simplified models are easily
separable using basic supervised ML techniques. Later in
Section VI, advanced processing models are presented and

tested in Section VII with more complex ML for superior
classification performance.

V. SINGLE-CHANNEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A Monte Carlo simulation verifies the achievable per-
formance with the statistical metrics of Section III and the
signal models in Section IV. The simulation generates the
five signals with varied INRs and duty cycles D. The INR
sweep is crucial, as the received interference power is not
constant, yet many studies keep this value static resulting in
unrealistic classification scenarios [18], [19]. Although the
INR (or commonly the signal-to-noise ratio) is a standard
approach to characterize noise statistics, the energy-to-noise
ratio (ENR) is more appropriate as it considers integration
gain (i.e., how long the signal was observed for). Therefore,
the ENR is provided as a reference for more context.

Each signal has K = 2500 samples and is generated at
a sample rate of fs = 2.56 MHz (i.e., the equivalent inte-
gration time is 977 μs). This samplerate is achievable with
a low-cost NeSDR SMArt v4 using an RTL2832U digital
video broadcasting radio-frequency front-end (RFFE) as
used in a previous low-cost GNSS interference detection
station [2]. The Monte Carlo does 106 runs with each of
these configurations.

The metrics are stored, and their pdfs are calculated
from the 106 values. Next, the pdf of the no-interference
signal is compared with the interference signal pdfs to gen-
erate the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) for every
interference signal. The ROC plots the probability of false
alarm PFA versus the probability of detection PD [28] with
varied threshold settings (6). It measures the capability of
the metric for detection without tuning a threshold. Finally,
the area under the curve (AUC) of an ROC curve provides
a total summarized performance of a detector. It is defined
as

AUC =
∫ 1

0
PD (λ(PFA)) dPFA (27)

where λ(PFA) is the threshold as a function of the probability
of false alarm PFA. The AUCs value is ideal for condensing
a massive search space to highlight opportunities. An AUC
of 1 is the ideal detector (i.e., 100% correct detection), and
an AUC of 0 is the inverse of the ideal detector where
the sign is inverted (i.e., the pdfs are swapped). These
extreme values are desired, but the worst value is an AUC
of 0.5, indicating that the performance is not better than just
randomly selected outcomes.

Fig. 2 shows the AUC for some selected metrics. The en-
ergy detector in Fig. 2(a) shows that an AUC of 1 is reached
with an INR above −14 dB (ENR ≥ 20 dB). This plot
is identical for all four interference signals. Fig. 2(b)–(d)
shows the kurtosis for various values. These figures provide
exciting insights into how kurtosis is affected by the duty
cycle D, the ENR, and the signal type. In particular, the
CP signal tends to AUC = 1 with small duty cycles and
AUC = 0 with large duty cycles. Finally, Fig. 2(e) and (f)
shows the Shannon entropy metrics. Note that the GC signal
cannot detect as the entire plane is white. The CC signal
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Fig. 2. AUC for different metrics compared to the no-interference case. (a) GC energy. (b) CC kurtosis. (c) GP kurtosis. (d) CP kurtosis. (e) GC
entropy. (e) CC entropy.

shows ideal detection INR above −4 dB (ENR ≥ 30 dB),
indicating entropy is less sensitive than energy.

These examples showed that the metrics could provide
classification capabilities if sufficient ENR is available.
However, the INR values are negative for the chosen in-
tegration time. Furthermore, only interference signals with
significantly positive INR affect GNSS signals due to the
suppression capabilities of the underlying code-division
multiple access structure. Therefore, the potential classi-
fication capabilities are more sensitive than what is needed
for receiver protection.

In the next stage, a subset of the metrics of the Monte
Carlo simulation is used for a supervised ML approach to
verify classification capabilities. A decision tree (DT) [66]
with 75% of the dataset as training and the remaining 25%
for testing is used. The Gini impurity criterion is selected
for decision-making (splitting) [66]. A max depth of 4
nodes (i.e., limiting the DT complexity) and without depth
restriction (i.e., use as many nodes as necessary, but risk
overfitting). A depth of 4 nodes is the minimal complexity
needed to separate the five selected classes and is the sim-
plest DT. A DT classifies the data by following a tree of
threshold comparisons. The node it ends up on is the final
class it selects. Fig. 3 shows an example of the DT applied
to the data for the first four decisions.

Two scenarios are considered. First, a simple case with
INR values of only 0 dB and +10 dB (ENR of 34 dB and
44 dB) and a 50% duty cycle for pulsed signals with a total
of 1.2 × 106 samples. This scenario presents the ideal case

Fig. 3. DT logic for a simple tree with example data.

with limited INR values. All classes have the same number
of samples, resulting in a balanced classifier process.

Fig. 4 shows the confusion matrix for the simple case.
The max depth four and no depth restriction perfectly clas-
sify the no-interference, CC, and GP. However, the GC and
CP have reduced classification accuracy. The node depth
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Fig. 4. Confusion matrix for the simple DT. (a) Max depth 4. (b) No
depth restriction.

restriction performs better with 96% correct classification
and an overall F1-Score of 0.987, compared to an overall
F1-Score of 0.937 for the max depth four. Both classifiers
demonstrated excellent performance, but the data only con-
tains high INR, which is easier to classify.

Second, the complete case considered the even INRs
from −12 dB to 12 dB (ENR of 22 dB and 46 dB) and a
50% duty cycle for pulsed signals with a total of 7.8 × 106

samples. In this case, the DT is trained over an extensive
range of data and represents a more realistic case for GNSS
interference monitoring deployments. Furthermore, it also
included signals that are weak and challenging to classify.

Fig. 5 shows the confusion matrices for the complete
case. The classification is significantly worse compared to
the simple case. The no-depth restriction does better with
an F1-Score of 0.813, compared to the max depth 4, with
a score of 0.792. In both cases, the no-interference class
does excellent, with a correct classification exceeding 96%,
indicating that interference detection is much better than

Fig. 5. Confusion matrix for the complete DT. (a) Max depth 4. (b) No
depth restriction.

classification. Similarly, incorrect classification is more
common between the four interference classes.

These two DT cases indicated that the simple metrics
of Section III are sufficient for classifying the classes of
Section IV. However, the considerable uncertainty is the
required ENR for reliable classification. Therefore, a third
test with the DTs is done. A DT is trained for each INR and
duty-cycle D separately. The classifier has the INR and duty
cycle as prior information, so this is considered a practical
performance upper bound. The harmonic F1-Score for each
DT is calculated and is defined as [67]

F1(c) = 2Pt

2Pt + Nt + Nf
(28)

μH = Nc ·
(

Nc∑
c=0

F−1
1 (c)

)−1

(29)

where F1(c) is the harmonic F1-Score of the cth class, Pt

is the true positives (correct classification), Nt is the true
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Fig. 6. Harmonic F1-Score of DTs trained under multiple INR and duty
cycle conditions.

negatives (correct assigning to a different class), Nf is the
false negatives (incorrect assigning to a different class), and
μH is the harmonic F1-Score over all classes Nc.

Fig. 6 shows the harmonic F1-Score for each DT. This
graph is handy for analyzing the classification performance.
First, it can be seen that an INR exceeding 0 dB (ENR ≥
34 dB) is required to achieve F1-Scores near 1. Second,
low-duty cycle signals, e.g., D < 20%, are much easier
to classify at low INR. For example, with D = 1%, only
−10-dB INR is needed to achieve an F1-Score of 0.7.
Similarly, as the duty cycle approaches 100%, classification
performance deteriorates. For example, with D = 99%, at
least 5-dB INR is needed to achieve an F1-Score exceeding
0.99. Comparing these two examples shows a difference of
15 dB in signal power is needed depending on the signal
type.

Fig. 6 is a fantastic benchmark for the expectation of
classification performance for simple signals. The results
show that an INR of 0 dB in most cases is sufficient to
classify the interference signals accurately. However, the in-
tegration gain should be correctly considered, as the number
of samples K and the sample time Ts impact these results.
Furthermore, basic supervised ML approaches are deployed
for this evaluation. In particular, DTs are known to overfit
the data and perform inferior to more advanced methods
such as RF [68]. Nevertheless, they present a minimum
viable proof of concept.

In the next section, more complex signal models and
processing chains are considered based on the observations
up until now.

VI. PROCESSING MODEL

Only a single channel is characterized, and the base
performance expectations are shown so far. In this section,
an advanced architecture that uses spectral processing is
presented. This architecture amplifies the capabilities of
the single channels and allows for superior classification,
as will be demonstrated in Section VII. Furthermore, this
architecture only saves the statistics of the data, resulting

Fig. 7. Block diagram for the signal pre-processing for the advanced
processing model.

in considerably fewer metrics (features) that are necessary
and used by the ML.

Fig. 7 shows the processing model. Each signal has K =
51200 samples and is generated at a sample rate of fs =
2.56 MHz (i.e., the equivalent integration time is 20 ms),
and the samples are passed through an STFT of size N = 64.

The resultant sizes for each channel are

f ′
s = fs

N
= 40 kHz K ′ =

⌊
K

N

⌋
= 800. (30)

The spectral power and spectral kurtosis are determined
for each channel. As the Shannon entropy showed less
usefulness in the previous tests (see Section V) and requires
more complex processing by determining pdfs, it is omitted.
However, the spectral entropy over all the N = 64 channels
is determined.

In total, 129 metrics (features) are extracted: 64 for
spectral energy, 64 for spectral kurtosis, and 1 for spectral
entropy. This architecture is efficient and ideal for low
SWAP applications and has been proven successful in run-
ning in real time on an SBC [2], [11].

Appendix B derives the computational complexity for
the algorithms and applies this to the data sizes. A total of
1.980 MOps/Snapshot is required for the preprocessing and
inference (i.e., for classification). As a comparison a CNN
using a ResNet-50 architecture [19], would require at least
2104.63 MOps/Snapshot. Therefore, the presented architec-
ture uses three orders of magnitude fewer operations than
a CNN. It demonstrates the efficiency of this method and
it explains why the classification can efficiently run in real
time on an SBC without hardware acceleration, as opposed
to CNN, which often requires full computer setups, graphics
processing unit (GPU) acceleration, or ML accelerators.
Furthermore, the presented method uses 129 real-valued
features for ML, compared to the K = 51 200 real values
of the STFT spectrogram that an equivalent CNN would
use, resulting in two orders of magnitude fewer features
used for ML. It significantly reduces the ML complexity.
Considering these reductions in the number of operations,
the capability to run on smaller computing platforms, and
the reduction in the feature space, explain why the presented
methods are considered as low SWAP methods [2].
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Fig. 8. Example spectrograms of six interference signals generated with an INR of 10 dB and with a 50% duty cycle for the pulsed signals (bottom
center and bottom right).

The framework could be extended to include the Shan-
non entropy per channel. However, this is considered future
work. Furthermore, the metrics do not consider interchannel
relations, which results in a significant loss of context.
Therefore, a CNN architecture outperforms this approach in
the ideal training case. Therefore, another suggestion is to
add interchannel features such as correlation or mutual in-
formation [69]. Nevertheless, this will increase complexity
but is an exciting topic for future research. The tradeoff be-
tween performance and low-SWAP is an important practical
consideration for developing real-world ML deployments,
which is often overlooked in theoretical research. Finally,
multimodel approaches to use both the statistical features
and the CNN [19], [20] could further improve performance
but with even more processing overhead.

VII. COMPLEX SIGNAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A dataset of complex signals is generated for more
realistic signal conditions and made available [70]. The
dataset comprises 73.2 × 106 signals with the same data
considerations of K = 51 200 and fs = 2.56 MHz. The
INR is generated from −35 dB to 25 dB in 1 dB steps
(61 parameter values). Eight equally distributed interfer-
ence signals are generated (i.e., 7.32 × 106 per class), and
twice as many noninterference values (14.64 × 106 in the
class). The interference signals are generated with random
properties (start phase, start frequency, etc.) to facilitate
signal diversity for ML training. The following interference
classes are generated.

1) Single complex tone with each signal having a ran-
dom in-band center frequency.

2) Multitone signal, a composite between two to six
random in-band tones.

3) Linear chirp with a random center frequency
and bandwidth, but limited to always being in-
band and avoiding aliasing effects. The band-
widths are generated with uniform distribution
and range between 80 kHz and 2.56 MHz, and
the chirp repetition times vary between 16.4 and
330 μs.

4) In-band band-limited noise with bandwidths uni-
formly selected to be between 640 kHz and 1.6 MHz.
The center frequencies are also randomized.
5)–8)Pulsed signals. A combination of any of the
previous signals (single tone, multitone, chirp, and
noise) and a pulse mask with a random pulsing period.
The pulse widths vary between 1.17 μs (equivalent
to at least three samples per pulse) and 2 ms. The
duty cycles range from 0.1% to 95% (24 parameter
values).

Therefore, nine classes exist: four continuous inter-
ference classes, four pulsed interference classes, and the
no-interference class. Each INR and duty cycle set has
5 × 103 data points per interference class and 104 for the
noninterference class. Fig. 8 shows the spectrograms of six
example signals from the dataset (the spectrogram is the
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Fig. 9. Harmonic F1-Score of XGBoost Trees trained under multiple
INR and duty cycle conditions.

absolute squared values of the STFT that removes phase
information).

The generated signals are processed with the archi-
tecture described in Section VI, and the 129 features are
extracted and used for a supervised ML. The data are split
into 75% for training and 25% for testing.

A more sophisticated ML algorithm than the DT was
used to improve performance due to the increased feature
space. Using several parallel DTs with an ensemble im-
proves performance and limits overfitting. The most pop-
ular DT ensemble method is an RF. An extreme gradient
boosting (XGBoost) further extends the RF and is used as
it has previously shown improved performance compared
to traditional RFs [71]. XGBoost leverages an ensemble
of modified DTs known as classification and regression
trees (CARTs) [72]. In contrast to traditional DTs, CARTs
include a score within their decision nodes that enhances the
optimization and overall decision-making of the ensemble.
Additionally, the learning is done via Boosting, where the
objective function is optimized given the weighted sum of
the CARTs, i.e., the ensemble decision. Finally, the max
depth of each tree is set at DT = 129 to allow all the features
to be part of the decision process.

A. Single INR and Duty Cycle Training

An XGBoost classifier is trained for each INR and duty
cycle value. Fig. 9 shows the harmonic F1-Score for each
XGBoost classifier, similar to Section V.

Even though more classes with more variety exist, the
XGBoost classifier significantly improves the simple DT
in Section V. This improvement is first contributed to the
segregation capabilities of the FFT, which is particularly
effective for distinguishing narrowband signals from wide-
band signals. Additionally, the FFT segregates the signal,
which in the ideal case, where only one bin is affected by the
interference, results in 10 × log10 32 = 15 dB improvement
of the INR. Second, the XGBoost is known to be signifi-
cantly better than basic DTs or other RF approaches.

Fig. 9 shows the harmonic F1-Score; it can be seen that
an INR exceeding −10 dB (ENR ≥ 24 dB) is required to

Fig. 10. Harmonic F1-Score of a single XGBoost tree trained under a
selection of INR and duty cycle conditions but evaluated over the entire

dataset.

achieve F1-Scores near 1. Most uncertainty comes from
distinguishing between the interference signal and its pulsed
version (e.g., between a single tone and a pulsed single
tone), as with the single channel result that low-duty cycle
signals are easier to classify.

B. Multiple INR and Duty Cycle Training

The previous section assumed prior knowledge of the
INR and duty cycle as a unique XGBoost classifier is
trained for each setting. In this section, a selection of INR
and duty cycle values is extracted to train a model (this
was mostly done due to memory limitations on the target
training platform). However, the entire INR and duty cycle
parameter space is used for testing. A grid consisting of 11
INR values by 18 duty cycle values is extracted to use 198
parameter pairs of the total 1032 pairs (i.e., 19.2% of the
INR and duty cycle values).

Fig. 10 shows the results for this classifier. The hori-
zontal and vertical stripes in the diagram show where the
generalization of the network is underperforming to INR
and duty cycle values outside the training set. It demon-
strates that generalization is not trivial, as performance
rapidly decreases with INR and duty cycle values outside
the training dataset. Therefore, it is crucial to have realistic
INR and duty cycle values in a training dataset for a practical
system.

Furthermore, as a single XGBoost tree is trained for
all data, and no prior information on the INR and the duty
cycle is used, the results are inferior to Fig. 9. It is expected.
Nevertheless, decent classification results are achieved with
F1-Scores exceeding 90% with negative INR values.

VIII. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

These results show that combining statistical spectral
features and XGBoost results in excellent performance.
Furthermore, the XGBoost trains significantly faster and
more stable than typical NNs, making the classifier more
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robust and practical for rapid prototyping. The entire clas-
sifier only requires 129 features, which is several orders of
magnitude fewer than what a CNN on the same data would
require, resulting in a reduced feature space. However, a
CNN comparison in terms of performance is suggested as
future work to verify and quantify performance and opera-
tional complexity. The reduced feature space simplifies ML
training and allows for low transmission needs for a remote
receiver in the case of data gathering. These observations
emphasize that robust and low SWAP-C systems can be
developed using signal processing principles, as introduced
in Fig. 1.

Negative INR values are easily classifiable. On the sur-
face, this looks like excellent results, especially as such low
INR levels would barely affect the GNSS signals. However,
if the ENR is considered, then ENR levels below 14 dB are
extremely difficult to work with. This demonstrates first that
the Cramer–Rao bound [28] is still quite a distance away.
Second, the effect of the integration gain greatly misleads
the perception of the achievable performance. Therefore,
it emphasizes the need to present both the INR and ENR
for a meaningful performance comparison. Furthermore, it
highlights that superior performance is possible with larger
snapshots at the cost of processing resources.

The most prominent limitation of this study is that only
simulated data were used. Therefore, several doubts about
the real-world representation of the simulation environment
are raised, such as multipath effects on the interference sig-
nals, receiver front-end degradation, quantization effects,
dynamic range limitations, and the presence of the GNSS
signals. However, a simulated environment allows for sys-
tematic testing of the algorithms to show baseline perfor-
mance in the ideal scenario. Furthermore, previous studies
have shown that the same processing pipeline, including
GNSS receiver outputs, can accurately perform interference
classification in real-world scenarios with multipath effects
on the interference signals [2]. Other applications, such as
classifying unknown interferences [21], enhanced detection
with MTL [20], and collaborative localization [2], [11], are
also possible with the same architecture. However, these
studies focus on the ML and system aspects and do not
present the underlying theoretical signal processing con-
cepts that this article introduces.

A second limitation is that only unaliased data was
considered. This limitation is particularly challenging, as a
relatively narrowband RFFE is assumed. Most chirp signals
used by PPDs will exceed the 2.56-MHz receiver bandwidth
and appear pulsed. A detailed investigation of aliasing
effects on classification is suggested as future research.
Furthermore, if a wideband receiver is assumed [16], the
same concepts could be applied with a low likelihood of
aliasing.

Finally, this study only considered interference signals
that result in denial of service of the GNSS signals. Spoof-
ing [73], which purposefully misleads a GNSS receiver,
is more complex and considered outside the scope of this
article.

IX. CONCLUSION

This article introduces ML approaches for low SWAP
and rapid prototyping interference classification. It suggests
a framework for evaluating the tradeoff between machine
and human effort. This tradeoff highlights that low SWAP
approaches could benefit from using conventional statistical
signal processing to limit the ML complexity and design
space.

The single-channel results proved that statistical metrics
are sufficient for basic classification. These results provided
benchmarks for classification, including which INR values
are needed for accurate classification and how the duty
cycles affect classification accuracy. These insights help
develop improved pipelines.

Next, a more advanced pipeline that includes spectral
methods is introduced. It builds on the single-channel ap-
proach. The results of the more advanced pipeline indicate
that complex interference signal types, such as band-limited
noise and chirp signals, can accurately be classified. The
results show that with well-designed statistical signal pro-
cessing, significantly fewer features are required for good
classification capability. It unburdens the training task for
ML and could use significantly simpler ML architectures. It
paves the way for low SWAP-C architectures with stricter
constraints and cannot facilitate more heave approaches,
such as a CNN.

This article focused on signal preprocessing before ML.
Therefore, more emphasis on ML optimization is suggested
for future research. Furthermore, the existing pipeline does
not provide interchannel context, which may improve clas-
sification capability. Such approaches are also suggested for
future research.

APPENDIX

A. Statistical Derivations

This appendix derives the statistical features for com-
plex signals. They are additionally summarized in Table I.

1) No-Interference Model: It is trivial to show that the
signal has zero mean and σ 2

n variance [28], as shown in the
second column of Table I

E [xω[n]] = 0 (31)

VAR [xω[n]] = E
[
xω[n]x∗

ω[n]
] = σ 2

n . (32)

The instantaneous power pω[n] = xω[n]x∗
ω[n] of the sig-

nal follows a central chi-squared distributed variable with
ν = 2 degrees of freedom, i.e., pω[n] ∼ χ2

2 . Similarly, the
mean power sp(xω[n]) also follows a central chi-squared
distributed variable, but with ν = 2 K degrees of freedom
χ2

2 K and is scaled by the signal variance σ 2
n

se(xω[n]) =
K−1∑
k=1

pω[k] (33)

=
K−1∑
k=1

xω[k]x∗
ω[k] ∼ σ 2

n

2
· χ2

2 K (34)
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se(xω[n]) = TsK · VAR [xω[n]] = TsKσ 2
n (35)

where pω[k] is the instantaneous power of the signal. The
fourth statistical moment can be related to the power signal
pω[k] and the applicable chi-squared nature and shows that
the complex excess kurtosis is zero

E
[|xω[n]|4] = E

[
p2

ω[n]
] = 2σ 4

n (36)

κc(xω[n]) = E
[|xω[n]|4]

E
[|xω[n]|2]2 − 2 = 2σ 4

n

σ 4
n

− 2 = 0. (37)

Finally, the Shannon entropy is

sh(xω[n]) = E
[− logb P(Xω )

] = logb

(
2πσ 2

n

)+ 1

ln b
.

(38)
These metrics provide a benchmark for the statistical ex-
pectations for the interference signals.

2) Gaussian Envelope With Constant Transmission:
The signal statistics are trivial to derive, as adding two
Gaussian signals results in a Gaussian signal. Therefore,
the derivations of the previous section can be applied.

3) Constant Envelope With Constant Transmission:
The statistics are also part of standard models

VAR [xCC[n]] = E
[
A2 + ω[n]ω∗[n]

+2 A · � {sCC[n]ω∗[n]
}]

(39)

= A2 + σ 2
n . (40)

The power signal pCC[k] follows a noncentral chi-squared
distribution, which affects the fourth-order moment and the
kurtosis

se(xCC[n]) =
K−1∑
k=1

pCC[k] ∼ σ 2
n

2
· χ2

2 K (λCC) (41)

λCC = A2

σ 2
n /2

cos2 (φ) + A2

σ 2
n /2

sin2 (φ) = 2 A2

σ 2
n
(42)

E
[|xCC[n]|4] = E

[
p2

CC[n]
] = A4 + 4 A2σ 2

n + 2σ 4
n (43)

where λCC is the noncentrality parameter. It shows that the
complex excess kurtosis is no longer zero-valued

κc(xCC[n]) = A4 + 4 A2σ 2
n + 2σ 4

n(
A2 + σ 2

n

)2 − 2 (44)

= −A4(
A2 + σ 2

n

)2 . (45)

Finally, the Shannon entropy can be shown to be

sh(xCC[n]) = logb

(
2πσ 2

n

)+ 2 A2 + σ 2
n

2σ 2
n ln b

+ 
(A) (46)


(A) = E

[
logb

(
I0

(
A

σ 2
n

|xCC[n]|
))]

(47)

where I0(·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind
and order 0, and 
(A) is, to the authors’ knowledge, an un-
solved expectation. The determination of 
(A) is proposed
as a future problem to solve.

4) Gaussian Envelope With Partial Transmission: This
signal is a Gaussian mixture model, which makes some
analyses more difficult. However, it can be defined as the
combination of the other models

E [xGP[n]] = D E [xGC[n]] + D E [xω[n]] = 0 (48)

E
[|xGP[n]|2] = D E

[|xGC[n]|2]+ D E
[|xω[n]|2] (49)

= A2 + σ 2
n . (50)

As the “ON” portion has more instantaneous power but is
“ON” for a shorter time, it shows that this signal will have
the same mean power or expected power as the previous
interference examples.

Similarly, the fourth statistical moment can also be
determined as a linear combination of the separate values

E
[|xGP[n]|4] = D E

[|xGC[n]|4]+ D E
[|xω[n]|4] (51)

= 2 A4

D
+ 4 A2σ 2

n + 2σ 4
n . (52)

It shows that the kurtosis κGP is also composite

κGP = E
[|xGP[n]|4]

E
[|xGP[n]|2]2 − 2 (53)

=
2 A4

D
+ 4 A2σ 2

n + 2σ 4
n(

A2 + σ 2
n

)2 − 2 (54)

= 2DA4

D
(
A2 + σ 2

n

)2 . (55)

Here, are some approximations for different conditions that
highlight the underlying nature of the kurtosis for this signal

κGP ≈

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

2DD−1 if A  σn

0 if A � σn

0 if D = 1
∞ if D = 0

. (56)

Finally, the Shannon entropy is also derived using a com-
posite model

P(XGP) = D · P(XGC) + D · P(Xω ) (57)

sh(xGP[n]) = D · sh(xGC[n]) + D · sh(xω[n]) (58)

= logb

(
2πσ 2

n

)+ 1

ln b

+ D logb

(
A2 + σ 2

n

σ 2
n

)
. (59)

5) Constant Envelope With Partial Transmission: This
signal is a composite signal and allows the statistical deriva-
tions based on the previous models

E [xCP[n]] = D E [xCC[n]] + D E [xω[n]] = 0 (60)

E
[|xCP[n]|2] = D E

[|xCC[n]|2]+ DE
[|xω[n]|2] (61)

= A2 + σ 2
n . (62)

Similarly, the fourth statistical moment can also be deter-
mined as a linear combination of the separate values

E
[|xCP[n]|4] = D E

[|xCC[n]|4]+ D E
[|xω[n]|4] (63)
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= A4

D
+ 4 A2σ 2

n + 2σ 4
n . (64)

It shows that the kurtosis κGP is determined

κCP =
A4

D
+ 4 A2σ 2

n + 2σ 4
n(

A2 + σ 2
n

)2 − 2 (65)

=
(
D − D

)
A4

D
(
A2 + σ 2

n

)2 . (66)

As before, here are the approximations for different condi-
tions

κCP ≈

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

(1 − 2D)D−1 if A  σn

0 if A � σn

κCC if D = 1
∞ if D = 0

. (67)

Finally, the Shannon entropy is also composite

P(XCP) = D · P(XCC) + D · P(Xω ) (68)

sh(xCP[n]) = D · sh(xCC[n]) + D · sh(xω[n]) (69)

= logb

(
2πσ 2

n

)+ D


(
A√
D

)

+ 2 A2 + (
1 + D

)
σ 2

n

2σ 2
n ln b

. (70)

B. Algorithm Complexity

This appendix derives the theoretical computational
complexity for the algorithms. An STFT consisting of N
time bins and M frequency bins is assumed. Both big-O
notation and the theoretical number of operations are shown.
The theoretical number of operations considers multiplica-
tion, addition, division, and table look-up equally complex.
Note that a complex multiplication is equivalent to four real
multiplications.

The STFT scales with the number of FFTs N . Each FFT
is well known to have OFFT(M log2 M ) complexity

OSTFT(NM log2 M ) NObs
STFT = 4 NM log2 M. (71)

The energy scales linearly with the time bins N , and is
repeated for each frequency bin M

OEnergy(NM ) NObs
Energy = 3 NM. (72)

The variance is similar in complexity to the energy, but it
must first determine and calculate the mean of the signal,
resulting in more operations

OVar(NM ) NObs
Var = (7 N − 1)M. (73)

The kurtosis requires the mean and the variance, which
makes it even more complex. However, it still scales linearly

OKur(NM ) NObs
Kur = 13 NM. (74)

The spectral entropy is calculated on the spectral power
values and only scales linearly with M

OEn(M ) NObs
En = 4 M − 1. (75)

During an evaluation, XGBOOST, in the worst case, re-
quires checking all the nodes for all the trees. Then, com-
pares the results of all the trees for a final decision (in-
ference). As such, the upper bound of the complexity of
XGBOOST depends on the maximum tree depth DT and
the maximum number of trees NT

OXGB(DT NT ) (76)

NObs
XGB ≤ DT NT +

log2 NT∑
k=1

NT

2k
= (DT + 1)NT − 1. (77)

It is important to note that NT is, in most cases, significantly
less than the maximum (it converges without needing the
maximum number of trees), and each tree does not neces-
sarily reach maximum depth DT . Furthermore, a decision
node may be reached before maximum depth during testing.
Therefore, the defined upper bound is pessimistic. For the
selected input DT = 129 and NT = 9000, resulting in

NObs
XGB ≤ 1.169 kOps/Snapshot. (78)

The total preprocessing complexity, including the STFT,
the spectral power, the spectral kurtosis, and the spectral
entropy can then be combined. Note that the dominant effect
is the STFT

NObs
Pre = NM

(
13 + 4 log2 M )

)+ 4 M − 1. (79)

Using M = 64 and N = 800, as in the system setup, this
then

NObs
Pre = 1.896 MOps/Snapshot. (80)

The big-O complexity remains the same as for the STFT

OPre(NM log2 M ). (81)

The combined processing for the preprocessing and XG-
BOOST is

NObs
Total = NObs

Pre + NObs
XGB = 1.895 MOps/Snapshot. (82)

A single layer in a CNN is determined by the size of the
output map M ′ × N ′, where M ′ = M − K + 1 and N ′N −
K + 1 accommodate dimension reduction from the edges in
the correlation (i.e., assuming no zero padding or striding).
The size of the kernel K and the number of parallel kernels
Nk further scale the complexity

NObs
Cov = M ′N ′K2Nk OCov(MNK2Nk ). (83)

Note that it adds significant complexity to each layer. How-
ever, the processing can be easily parallelized, making it
ideal for parallel processing architectures such as GPUs.

The ResNet-50 CNN used in [19] is added for com-
parison. It consists of 50 CNN layers [74]. It has many
layers with a kernel size of K = 1 to optimize its speed.
Determining the complexity of each correlation layer results
in

NObs
ResNet-50 = 2, 104.63 MOps/Snapshot. (84)

This calculation omits the complexity of the final NN after
the convolutional layers. However, it is already clear that
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this architecture is significantly more complex than the
proposed approach in this article.
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